
Dear Members of the Assembly,

I am waiting on the last action item of this committee to be fulfilled before I can write out 
a report. This last part is the focus groups held by Scott that will contain members 
involved in extra-curricular roles related to communications. It’s been a busy past few 
weeks for him and I believe he had a massive shuffle of priorities when the student 
choice initiative was announced. While we wait for that I will detail what has come out of 
CASE which will be written formally and with more detail in the final report which will be 
made public. 

Assistant Videographer for the MSU Communications Team
Scott already detailed this position on his last finance report so it’s unnecessary to go 
into too much depth. Scott mentioned this idea in the fall as the MSU is using social 
media and videos for promotions more than ever. I consulted Michael Wooder, Haley 
Greene, and Aaron de Jesus about it. Scott wrote it’s job description and passed it 
through executive board. I’m happy this worked out and thank all parties involved as it 
will make a great impact for the MSU. 

Silhouette Recommendations
Since I am a member of Finance committee, Alex and I agreed to partner committees 
since they both looked at similar areas. That resulted in myself and other committee 
members speaking with the Editor in Chief at the Sil. This expanded the meeting topic 
from just topics like staffing, issue printing, and finance, to also their promotion methods 
and promotions staff. She is very open minded and the conversation was productive. 
Here is a summary of what CASE recommends that is also mentioned briefly in the 
Finance committee report. 
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- Rework the job descriptions of the photo editor, photo reporter, and video editor to 
create an Assistant Digital Media Specialist. The new job description for this role will 
be very similar to the JD Scott made but it will instead follow up to Aaron De Jesus.

- Implement and have a schedule for social media giveaways to build followers on the 
Silhouette Instagram and Facebook accounts. As more students read online content 
than on paper, it’s crucial the Silhouette frequently build up its social media base every 
year. It attempted one social media giveaway last year which was successful. None 
were continued this year. 

- I plan to meet with Emily this week to work out the final details.

Online Communications Housing Agency for future content creators
- Aaron de Jesus came up with the idea when I consulted him. After bringing it up to 

Haley and Wooder, they suggested that one day when the MSU has a few content 
creators working for it (The Silhouette, CFMU, 1280, Communications team), an 
online platform to share their work could help. This will not see implementation but is a 
good idea to have in mind for the future. 

Services Engagement
- This is one area I was unfortunately unable to look into fully due to time constraints. I 
spoke with Kristina asking which services had trouble with student engagement (poor 
event turnout, service usage, etc). Some services like SCSN and SHEC were 
mentioned and her reasons were due to their own content offered and not 
communications. Any future AVP Services or VP Administration are advised to take an 
in depth look at why they lack engagement. 

In the mean time, it’s worth thanking all members who helped this committee. A big 
thanks to Andrew and Maryanne for their help on the committee. Another thanks to 
Kristina for her insight on services. A very big thanks to Micheal Wooder and Haley 
Greene for sharing their knowledge which helped this committee greatly. The final and 
biggest thanks is to Scott, he provided lots of ideas, knowledge, and I consulted him 
frequently. The committee owes him the greatest thanks. 

Sincerely,

Eric Shingleton-Smith
SRA Science Representative
McMaster Students Union
srasci@msu.mcmaster.ca 


